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Abstract

force will be reversed. The frictional force will change
sign. The discontinuity at zero velocity will be twice the
magnitude of the static friction. This discontinuity at zero
velocity is a cause of position tracking errors using a
standard PID controller. The mechanism typically stops
while the integral part of the PID controller "unwinds". In
the control scheme used the windup term is modifi~ so
the control system moves quickly through the dead zone
at the origin.
The control strategies are implemented using a
Digital Signal Processor (DSP) system. The digital
control scheme allows the torque pulses to be easily
modified with variable pulse heights and widths.
The control scheme was implemented on two
axes of an industrial robot and showed the performance in
position tracking in two dimensions. The performance of
a standard PID controller is compared with a friction
controller.
Other Authors [Yang and Tomizuka 1988] and
[popovic et al 1995] have used impulsive control
techniques., A series of small impacts is applied when the
system is at rest so that each will cause a small
displacement. Applying a series of small impacts with
c?ITectly adjusted energy, the system can be moved bit by
bIt and finally stops at the desired position with high
precision. The energy required by the next impact can be
determined by a learning mechanism and [popovgic et al
. 1995] used a fuzzy logic controller to determine pulse
shape. This schemes are very effective at point to point
positioning. They assume that the mechanism comes to a
stop after each pulse application. The scheme suggested in
this paper may be more effective at tracking'a position
profile as it is not necessary for' the mechanism to stop
after each torque pulse.

This paper discusses the problems of position
tracking in systems with friction. Systems with
friction exhibit non-linear behaviour at low
velocities and there is a discontinuity in friction
forces at the origin. This makes position tracking
at low velocities and through velocity reversals
more difficult. A control scheme is described
which is capable in dealing with the non...linear
behaviour of friction. The performance of this
control scheme is compared with a conventional
PID controller. The control schemes were
implemented on two axes of a SCARA robot.
The improvement in tracking performance is
shown.

1 Introduction
This paper continues the work carried out by [Li and
Cook 1998] and [Simpson et al 1998]. In these previous
papers a friction controller was developed and tested
which gave a significant improvement in low speed
position tracking in systems with friction. The control
scheme has been improved to cope with velocity reversals
and been implemented using two axes of a SCARA robot.
Test results show an improvement in position tracking in
a two dimensional workspace.
Friction exists in all mechanical systems and is
highly non-linear at very low velocities. In linear control
systems the integrator of a PID controller ensures precise
tracking of a step or ramp trajectory in the steady state.
However in the presence of friction it causes the so called
'stick-slip' motion in servo-mechanisms, where two
machine parts keep sticking and slipping alternately with
respect to each other. The control strategy described in [Li
and Cook 1998] is to compensate for the stick-slip
phenomena. The idea is to drive the machine with a series
of torque pulses with magnitude above the static friction
anq with duration long enough to ensure that motion is
achieved.
The frictional force is not zero when the velocity
is zero. The magnitude is equal to the static friction and
the direction is such that it apposes the applied force. In a
system where the mechanism reverses its direction of .
travel, the velocity will go through zero and the applied

2 Robot Setup
The friction control methods were tested on a Hirata
ARI350 SCARA Robot. The robot has 4 axes. The main
rotation axes, A and B, have harmonic gear arrangements.
The linear Z-axis has a belt and screw arrangement and
the wrist rotation W-axis is a belt and gear arrangement.
DC motors power all the axes. The A and B axis motors
are driven by Baldor TSD series DC servo-drives and the
Z and Waxes are driven by Yaskawa DC servo-drives.
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All the servo drives are current controlled. The robot
controller has been rebuilt to be completely controlled by
a dedicated nsp.
The DSP reads alltheshaft encoder position data
and end travel limit switch information, implements the
control strategy and outputs. the drive signal. TheDSP
system gives a flexible and easy to program system, . and
very fast sample .rates, and enables the easy
implernentationof a variety ofcontrol strategies.

A pulse will be generated within each sampling period
whose width is proportional to the controllers input (error
signal). The pulse has the same sign as the tracking error
and is intended to drive the system out of stiction into the
zero tracking error position.

3.1 Velocity Reversals
In systems with friction velocity reversals are a problem
because of the discontinuity in the friction characteristics
at the origin. [Armstrong-Helouvry et al 1994] gives a
model for friction as

3 Friction Controller
In [Li and Cook 1998] a friction controller consisting of
two parts is discussed. The first part is a standard PID
controUer, which converts the digital control signal into a
continuous driving torque. The second part of the
controller is a pulse width modulated sampled data hold
(PWMH). The block diagram is shown in Figure 1

r}+ 4 w
(4)

where T s is static friction, T e is coulomb friction, Tv is
the viscous friction, W is the angular velocity w s and are
empirically determined parameters. W s approximates the
velocity at minimum friction value. The Static friction T s
value jumpsbe~'\Veeni.+Tsand -Ts at the origin.
If the mechanism is initially moving in the
positive direction, it will not stop until the torque value
drops below Te • It will then not move in the opposite
direction until the torque value exceeds -Ts• Using a
standard PIDcontroller there isa dead time while the
controller "winds down from Te to -Ts . Experimental
results from theB axis of the Hirata robot are shown in
Figure 3. Similar results were obtained with the A axis.
The position reference signal is a sine wave and a
standard PID controller is used. The velocity reversal can
be seen by the flat top of the sine wave.
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Figure 1 Friction Controller Block Diagram
More precisely the friction controller iS'described by
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Where T pwm .is the •. output of the PWMH •. part of the
controller, ts is the sampling period and kts is the sampling
time.L\is the pulse width ahd is given by.
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where e(k) is the input to the controller and the pulse
height Tp is given by
Tp = ITplsign(e(k))
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T pwm is a pulse with amplitude ITpl and width a. This is
added to/the output ofthePIDcontroller. Typically output
of the friction controller is shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 3 Velocity Reversal with PID Controller
PID
Output

Figure·.4 shows the performance of the friction
controller while tracking·a sine wave .• path. There is no
compensation for velocity reversals. There is still a flat
top on the sine wave, although the tracking along the

ts
Figure 2 Friction Controller Output
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remainder of the path is much better than the PID
controller.

if ....... sign(w,-q (k»)::I: sign(w,-q (k
then.......u(k -1) =Tcsign(w ref )

PoUion

(11)
The velocity reference is the derivative of the position
reference signal. Figure 5 gives experimental results from
the B axis of the Hirata robot showing the tracking
performance with velocity reversal compensation and the
friction controller. The tracking performance is improved
as there is no longer a flat spot at the top of the sine wave.
Also the torque signal steps to -Tc at the velocity reversal.
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Figure 4 Velocity Reversals with Friction Controller
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The friction and velocity reversal control schemes were
implement on the main rotation axes A and' B of the
SCARA robot. Using standard inverse kinematic
equations for a SCARA robot, positions in the horizontal
plane with coordinates x-y can be transformed to a series
of angles 8 a,Bt,.

where
o

"-----
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Figure 5 Velocity Reversal with Friction Controller and
Velocity Reversal Compensation
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u(s) is the controller's output and e(s) is the controllers
input or the error signal. hrlplementing this controller in
the Z domain it can be expressed in the form

2
e(z) = u(z) = an +a1z- +a 2ze(z)
1- Z-l

.......L..o.

t

(8)

s

(9)

ts

(12)
Where rb and r a are the length of axis A and B
respectively. The ± values for Bt, are the left and right .
handed solutions. The. values 8 a,Bt,. are position reference
values for A and B axes control systems.
A lOOmm-diameter circle was drawn by the
robot to compare the different control schemes. The
circle's position within the robot's workspace is shown in
Figure 6.The circles start at position x=50 y=O and are
drawn in an anti clockwise direction.

t s is the sampling period. Describing this in discrete time
form the PID system can be described by the linear
difference equation.

u(k) = u(k -1) + aoe(k) + aleCk -1) + a 2 e(k - 2)
(10)

where u(k) and e(k) are the systems outputs and inputs
respectively at the kth iteration. ie at time kts.The
velocity reversal compensation modifies the u(k-l) term
such that;
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The A and B axes position reference inputs
8a ,8b to>track a 'lOOmm' diameter circle are shown in
Figure 7.
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Figure 8 Circle with PID controller

Figure 6 Circle Within the Robots WorkSpace
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Figure 7 Control Signals for A and B Axes.

Figure 9 Circle with Friction Controller and Velocity
Reversal Compensation

The circles are drawn With an angular velocity of
78mradls. The tool tip speed is 3.9mm/s. This is a slow
tracking speed but is used to emphasise the improvement
at low speed. The experimental results are shown in
Figures 8 and 9.
The axes shown in Figures 8 and 9 have been
translated so that the origin (0,0) corresponds to position
(400,0) in the robot's workspace as shown in Figure 6.
As can be seen from the control inputs in Figure
7 the velocity reversals for the B axis occur at t=Os and
t=40 and the A axis reversals occur just after at t=1Os and
t=50s. The total tracking time is 80s and since the angular
velocity is constant t=40s corresponds to a point half way
round the circle. The B axis velocity reversals are more
pronounced and in Figure 8 can be seen for the PID
controller at position (50,0) t=O and position (-50,0)t=40
as a flat section of the circle. The A axis reversals are at
position (30,40) t=10 and at position (-30,-40) t=50. The
"stair case" effect around the circle is the stick-slip limit
cycling.

The friction controller with velocity reversal
compensation has sipificantly reduced the four flat
spot associated With the velocity reversals and
reduced the distortion due to stick slip behavior.
The desired tracking path is a circle with a
100mm radius. The deviation from this desired circle
for the two control schemes is shown in FiFe 10.
This is a polar plot where the error for the PID and
friction controllers have been expanded.
The maximum deviation from the circle using
the PID controller is ± 2.5mm. The maximum error using
the friction controller with velocity reversals is less· than
1.2mm. This occurs at t=O and is associated with the robot
arm moving from its home position to the start of the
circle. If this was discounted the maximum error would be
less than ± 0.5mm. This demonstrates a significant
improvement over the PID controller.
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